Characterization of motor skill based on musculoskeletal model.
In this paper, we propose two methods to quantitatively analyze the motor skill in sports. The first method is the dimensionality reduction using the principal component analysis (PCA). The motion data, e.g. the joint angles (143-dimensional vector) or the muscle tensions (989-dimensional vector), are projected to a lower dimensional space that well represents the characteristics of original data. The similarities and differences become clear by observing the data in the low-dimensional space. The second method utilizes the joint stiffness obtained from joint kinematics and a biological muscle model. Though muscle tension data contain richer information than joint angle data, the dimension is so high that simply applying PCA does not give useful insights. Here we calculate the joint stiffness using the muscle tension data and a biological muscle model. This information represents the muscle usage skill which can not be observed only from motion data, and reflects the redundancy of the muscle tensions. We demonstrate the two methods by analyzing skilled performers' motions.